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We report results from a novel fully ab initio method for simulating the time-resolved photoelectron
angular distributions around conical intersections in CS2. The technique employs wavepacket densities
obtained with the multiple spawning method in conjunction with geometry- and energy-dependent pho-
toionization matrix elements. The robust agreement of the calculated molecular-frame photoelectron
angular distributions with measured values for CS2 demonstrates that this approach can successfully illu-
minate, and disentangle, the underlying coupled nuclear and electronic dynamics around conical inter-
sections in polyatomic molecules.

� 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Time-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy (TRPES) is a versatile
probe of ultrafast dynamics in molecules and has been widely used
in recent years to study non-adiabatic dynamics in numerous sys-
tems [1–7]. This pump-probe technique first prepares a vibronic
wavepacket on an excited-state surface, then ionizes the molecule
with a time-delayed probe pulse to determine photoelectron spec-
tra. The photoionization dynamics will clearly evolve as the wave-
packet moves through regions of strong non-adiabatic coupling
involving conical intersections. Thus, the photoelectron spectra
as a function of the time delay are sensitive to both the location
of the nuclei and the evolution of the electronic structure, making
them well suited for studying wavepacket dynamics around coni-
cal intersections where nuclear and electronic degrees of freedom
are strongly coupled.

In cases where the coupling of nuclear and electronic degrees of
freedom cannot be unambiguously disentangled on the basis of the
photoelectron energy analysis alone, photoelectron angular distri-
butions (PADs), particularly in the molecular frame [8,9], can be
employed to discern the electronic character of the underlying
states. The use of time-resolved PADs in excited state molecular
dynamics has been recently reviewed [10–12]. These PADs provide
a novel way to follow chemical reaction dynamics in excited states
and to monitor the associated non-adiabatic dynamics in the pho-
tochemistry. Bisgaard et al. [8] studied time-resolved molecular-
frame photoelectron angular distributions (TRMFPADs) to monitor
the evolution of the electronic character of the excited states in the
non-adiabatic photodissociation reaction of CS2. The pump-probe
photoionizaton dynamics that we study in CS2 involve pumping
to the adiabatic S2 state that is labeled C1Rþ

u at linear geometries,
where it has n ! p�

u character; this state has 1B2 symmetry at its
bent (C2v) geometries. Higher in energy is S3 which is n ! p�

g
1Dg

at linear geometries. At bent geometries the n ! p�
u and n ! p�

g

electronic states couple, and the S2 and S3 adiabatic states both
become geometry-dependent admixtures of those diabatic states
whose character varies strongly in the vicinity of conical intersec-
tions. Moreover, the S3 also interacts with a higher state, S4, that is
1Pg at linear geometries and so acquires n ! r� character upon
bending and stretching. The TRMFPADs exhibit strong d character
at earlier times (�100 fs) and mixed p and d character at later
times (�500 fs), which Bisgaard et al. attributed to this mixing.
Their seminal studies illustrated the potential of TRMFPADs for
characterizing non-adiabatic dynamics around conical intersec-
tions in molecular systems and highlighted the need for numerical
simulations of such TRMFPADs. The excited state dynamics of CS2
were recently studied via time-resolved photoelectron imaging
with improved time resolution using sub-20 fs pulses [13].
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Simulations of time-resolved photoelectron spectra in poly-
atomic molecules that employ a robust description of both the
wavepacket dynamics and the photoionization dynamics can be
expected to be challenging, particularly around conical intersec-
tions where the photoionization dynamics can evolve rapidly with
nuclear configuration. In this letter, we employ an ab initio
approach for simulating time-resolved photoelectron angular dis-
tributions involving ionization from multiple electronic states that
are coupled by seams of conical intersection. This approach is
applicable to diverse systems of photochemical interest. Here,
the nuclear dynamics are simulated using the first-principles ab ini-
tio multiple spawning (AIMS) method [14–18], and wavepacket
densities obtained from these simulations at a series of time
delays: these are subsequently combined with computed pho-
toionization amplitudes to produce energy-, angle-, and time-
resolved photoelectron spectra. We apply this approach to time-
resolved molecular frame angular distributions around conical
intersections in CS2. Preliminary results of these studies were
reported previously [19].
2. Background and theoretical development

Pump-probe femtosecond time-resolved photoelectron spec-
troscopy is well suited to probing excited state dynamics in iso-
lated molecules [11,20–24]. In this technique, a femtosecond
pump pulse prepares a wavepacket on an excited state which is
subsequently probed by ionization with a second, delayed laser
pulse. The energy-resolved photoelectron spectra can be used to
map the evolution of the vibrational wavepacket and its interac-
tion with other electronic surfaces, particularly through non-
adiabatic regions [20,21,25,26]. Sensitivity to both the character
of the electronic wave function and vibrational dynamics, com-
bined with the universal nature of photoionization (no dark states),
makes pump-probe photoelectron spectroscopy a versatile probe
of non-adiabatic processes such as internal conversion and radia-
tionless transitions in molecules [2,11,20,22,23,27]. Moreover,
the photoelectron angular distribution provides further informa-
tion about the character of the electronic states involved and can
be a valuable complement to energy-resolved photoelectron spec-
tra in unraveling the underlying dynamics in non-adiabatic regions
[11,20,21,25,26]. Our prior work on TRMFPADs showed that this
observable, to some degree, ‘filters out’ the purely electronic
dynamics of the valence electrons, even when non-adiabatically
coupled to the vibrational dynamics [9].

This study expands upon a formulation of energy- and angle-
resolved pump-probe photoelectron spectroscopy which we devel-
oped recently [19], employing wavepacket densities obtained with
the multiple spawning method in conjunction with geometry- and
energy-dependent photoionization matrix elements. This formula-
tion has been successfully used to explore the non-adiabatic
dynamics around the conical intersections of the excited states in
CS2 [19]. Below we outline key aspects of this formulation.
2.1. Pump - probe photoelectron spectroscopy

Accurate simulation of time-resolved pump-probe photoelec-
tron spectroscopy requires a good description of both the molecu-
lar dynamics initiated by the pump pulse and the ionization
dynamics describing the probe process. The first of these ingredi-
ents is characterized by vibronic wavepacket densities, while the
photoionization dynamics is governed by energy- and geometry-
dependent photoionization matrix elements. Combining both
ingredients, the energy- and angle-resolved molecular frame pho-
toelectron angular distributions (MFPADs) at a given time tpr can
be written as
Please cite this article in press as: K. Wang et al., Chem. Phys. Lett. (2017), htt
Pkðhk;/k; tprÞ ¼
X
I

Z
dRjvIðR; tprÞj2j

X
‘m

CI;k‘mðRÞY�
‘mðhk;/kÞj2; ð1Þ

where jvIðR; tprÞj2, the only time-dependent quantity, is the wave-
packet density at time tpr obtained from the ab initio multiple
spawning (AIMS) method, to be discussed in Section 2.3, while
the coefficients CI;klmðRÞ, to be discussed in Section 2.2, contain
information on the photoionization dynamics for the Ith neutral
electronic state and depend on molecular geometry and photoelec-
tron energy. In Eq. (1), k is the momentum of the photoelectron, the
angles ðhk;/kÞ define its direction relative to the polarization vector
of the probe pulse, Y ‘mðhk;/kÞ is a spherical harmonic, and R is the
set of internal nuclear coordinates. Eq. (1) carries out a summation
over all ionization channels, where the contribution of each channel
is determined by the Ith portion of the wavepacket density,

jvIðR; tprÞj2, on the corresponding neutral potential surface and by
the photoionization matrix elements connecting that neutral state
to an ionic state. The photoelectron kinetic energy, and thus the
magnitude of k, are determined through energy conservation by

�k ¼ 1
2 �hk

2
=me ¼ �hxpr þ VIðRÞ � VionðRÞ, where VI and Vion are the

potential surfaces of the neutral and ionic states, respectively, and
�hxpr is the probe pulse photon energy, which we take to be the cen-
tral energy (frequency) of the Gaussian probe pulse.

After rotating the frame of the matrix elements to align both the
molecular axis (S—S axis) and the polarization of the probe pulse
with the laboratory z axis, the laboratory-frame photoelectron
angular distributions (LFPADs) for aligned CS2 are approximated
by integrating analytically over /k angles of the MFPADs, giving

Pkðhk; tprÞ ¼
X
I

Z
dRjvIðR; tprÞj2

XL

m¼�L

XL

‘¼jmj
CI;k‘mðRÞY�
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�����

�����
2
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where L is the maximum partial wave used. Eqs. (1) and (2) inter-
face a rigorous description of molecular photoionization dynamics,
contained in the geometry- and energy-dependent matrix elements,

with wavepacket densities, jvIðR; tprÞj2, the latter obtained from a
first-principles multiple spawning simulation to yield fully ab initio
determinations of time-, energy- and angle-resolved photoelectron
spectra. The generality of this approach suggests that the technique
will be widely applicable to molecules of photochemical interest.
2.2. Molecular photoionization amplitudes

A robust description of molecular photoionization amplitudes is
essential in non-adiabatic regions, where dramatic changes in the
character of the electronic states make the assumption of constant
ionization amplitudes problematic [28–31]. Over a number of
years, we have developed ab initio techniques to obtain these
important quantities [32,33] and have successfully applied them
to study the time-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy in Na2
[5,34], NaI [25,26], chloromalonaldehyde [35], NO2 [36], and CS2
[19]. For the final state wave functions (ion plus photoelectron),
we assume a frozen-core Hartree-Fock model, in which the ion
orbitals are taken to be those of the neutral core while the photo-
electron orbital is obtained as the solution of a one-electron
Schrödinger equation containing the Hartree-Fock potential of
the molecular ion. Although such a description may prove ade-
quate for the final state, a configuration interaction wave function
must generally be employed to describe the neutral potential sur-
faces far from equilibrium and in non-adiabatically coupled
regions. Our studies have shown that this approach yields a quan-
titative description of the photoionization amplitudes and their
dependence on molecular geometry and photoelectron kinetic
energy.
p://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cplett.2017.02.014
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In practice, we do not solve the Schrödinger equation for the
photoelectron orbital directly but rather use a procedure
[32,33,37] in which the desired photoelectron orbitals are
expanded in partial waves and the expansion coefficients obtained
from an iterative solution of the Lippmann-Schwinger equation
associated with the one-electron Schrödinger equation.

2.3. Ab initio multiple spawning method

The computational complexity of TRPES simulations scales
rapidly with the size of the molecule. To make calculations gener-
ally applicable to polyatomics, one can employ potential surfaces
of reduced dimensionality as a framework into which a description
of the photoionization dynamics is embedded. There are several
methods for obtaining such surfaces [35,38–40], all of which pro-
ceed by identifying a small set of active modes — those which
are critical to the dynamics — and treating the others as bath
modes. Unfortunately, it can be difficult to constrain the active
modes to a manageable number if different modes are pertinent
to the dynamics at different times, or if the motion is highly anhar-
monic. To avoid these difficulties, we employ a computationally
efficient full-dimensional treatment of the nuclear dynamics given
by the AIMS approach [14–18] to obtain the wavepacket densities
at a series of time delays. In principle, AIMS can treat an arbitrary
number of nuclear degrees of freedom on multiple electronic
states. Most importantly, since the potential energy surface is
determined on-the-fly, the need to represent the PES using analytic
functional forms is obviated, making it ideal for studies of non-
adiabatic dynamics in large polyatomic molecules of photochemi-
cal interest such as uracil, thymine, and protein chromophores
[41,42].

To situate the AIMS approach within the context of TRPES stud-
ies, we briefly outline the method here. For detailed information,
see Refs. [43,44]. In AIMS, the total wavefunction is expanded as
a sum of Born-Oppenheimer states written as products of adiabatic
electronic wavefunctions, wI

j and nuclear basis functions:

Wðr;R; tÞ ¼
XNs

I¼1

XNIðtÞ

j¼1

cIjðtÞwI
jðr;RI

jðtÞÞgI
jðR;RI

jðtÞ;PI
jðtÞ; cIjðtÞÞ: ð3Þ

The nuclear basis functions are chosen to be complex multidi-
mensional products of frozen Gaussians [45], gI

j , that are parame-

terized by their average positions, RI
jðtÞ, momenta, PI

jðtÞ, and

phase, cIjðtÞ, where the I denotes the electronic state on which
the Gaussians evolve, and j indexes the basis function.

The average positions and momenta evolve classically accord-
ing to Hamilton’s equations, while the phase factors are propa-
gated semiclassically as the time integral of the Lagrangian. The
complex coefficients, cIjðtÞ, in the expansion of the total wavefunc-
tion are determined variationally from the solution of the time-
dependent nuclear Schrödinger equation in the basis of trajecto-
ries. Propagation of the nuclear basis functions is performed using
energy gradients determined from ab initio electronic structure
methods at each time step. The magnitude of the non-adiabatic
coupling, as computed at the average position of the trajectory
basis function, is monitored as the trajectory evolves on a potential
energy surface. If this quantity exceeds a defined threshold, indi-
cating a region of strong nonadiabatic coupling, new basis func-
tions are spawned on the electronic state to which it is coupled.
Thus, the number of basis functions on electronic state I, NIðtÞ, will
change as a function of the propagation time. Notably, the vibronic
wavepacket is defined in Cartesian coordinates, and its propaga-
tion requires only local properties of the adiabatic potential sur-
faces. The generality of the AIMS approach makes it particularly
suitable for treatment of polyatomic molecules which, in general,
Please cite this article in press as: K. Wang et al., Chem. Phys. Lett. (2017), htt
have many conical intersections and a large nuclear configuration
space.

To simulate the pump step of a pump-probe experiment, initial
positions and momenta of the Gaussian basis functions are sam-
pled from the ground-state Wigner distribution, subject to the con-
straint that jDE� hmpumpj 6 FWHMpump (with DE the energy
difference between the excited and ground states and FWHMpump

the estimated bandwidth of the pump pulse), then vertically lifted
onto the excited state surface. The simulation thus assumes a
pump pulse that is ultrafast in time (and correspondingly broad
in energy) but then filters the initial conditions such that the exci-
tation bandwidth at t ¼ 0 corresponds to the experimental pump
laser bandwidth.

In the present study, the electronic energies, gradients and
derivative couplings were obtained from the COLUMBUS electronic
structure program [46]. Specifically, the electronic wavefunctions
were determined at the first-order MRCI (FO-MRCI) level of theory.
3. Results and discussion

The methods described in the preceding section were applied to
simulate time-, energy-, and angle-resolved photoelectron spectra
obtained in femtosecond pump-probe photoelectron spectroscopy
of CS2. Ab initio photoelectron matrix elements for photoionization
out of S2 and S3 states of CS2 were obtained as described in [36].

3.1. Wavepacket dynamics

Fig. 1 shows the calculated wavepacket densities on the adibatic
S2 (red) and S3 (blue) neutral electronic state surfaces from 10 fs to
140 fs at intervals of 600 a.u. (about 14.5 fs) as a function of one C-S
distance, r1, and S-C-S bending angle, b, with the other C-S dis-
tance, r2, fixed at 3 a.u. These densities were obtained by averaging
over 40 initial conditions, sampled from the ground vibrational
state on S0, which resulted in 796 Gaussian trajectory basis func-
tions and were vertically placed on the S2 surface at tpr ¼ 0. These
basis functions were propagated on the S2 potential surfaces and,
at times, underwent partial diabatic transfer to the S3 state near
conical intersections, under the control of the AIMS approach.

The non-adiabatic dynamics are shown in Fig. 1. The main
motions on S2 are asymmetric stretching and bending, with sym-
metric stretching being less important. The bending motion cycles
the wavepacket between the Franck-Condon region (near 180
degrees) and smaller angles, while the asymmetric stretching car-
ries the wavepacket to larger bond lengths and, finally dissociation.
At 24 fs, the wavepacket has already bifurcated on S2, and at 35 fs,
it begins to nonadiabatically transfer to S3 at r1 near 3 a.u. and b
near 135�. Note that for smaller bond lengths and linear geometry
(b ¼ 180�), the S2 and S3 states have 1Rþ

u and 1Dg symmetry,
respectively, so adiabatic mixing of the two states is forbidden.
However, upon bending, the upper orbital of the S3 state acquires
mixed r and p character, leading to the observed conical intersec-
tion with S2. To better illustrate the non-adiabatic dynamics, the
high-quality potential energy surfaces for low-lying states of CS2
used to obtain Fig. 1 are also shown in Fig. 2 [19].

Several other important features are visible in Fig. 1. First, at
39 fs, the S3 wavepacket non-adiabatically transitions not only
for r1 near 3 a.u., as discussed above, but also near 4.5 a.u., again
with a bending angle about 135�. The transition at the larger bond
length is not seen at 35 fs because the wavepacket has not yet
reached this region. However, photoelectrons associated with S3
cannot be detected until wavepacket density returns to the
Franck-Condon region at 82 fs. Second, at early times the S2 state
bends toward smaller b values, while S3 moves toward larger
angles (i.e., toward linear geometry). Third, the most important
p://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cplett.2017.02.014
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Fig. 1. Wavepacket densities on the S2 (red) and S3 (blue) neutral electronic states, respectively, between 10 fs and 140 fs with a constant time interval of 14.5 fs (600 a.u.) as
a function of CS distance r1 and SCS bending angle bwith the second CS distance r2 fixed at 3 a.u. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader
is referred to the web version of this article.)
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dissociation channel is via the lower energy ridge around the linear
geometry; it can be seen as wavepacket density disappearing to r1
values beyond the plotted range with b near 180� on both S2 and S3
surfaces. This reflects the linearity of CSþ2 . Fourth, the bending
mode is somewhat active during dissociation, implying a break-
down of the axial recoil approximation. Finally, when the S2 wave-
packet propagates to about 130�, it bifurcates into a part with
higher kinetic energies that continues toward smaller angles while
the other, less energetic part, returns toward larger angles (linear
geometry). Once the latter wavepacket arrives back in the
Franck-Condon region, ionization by the probe pulse becomes
dominant. Similar motions repeat with a period of about 87 fs. This
period is relatively long compared to the periods of the stretching
motions because the potential surfaces are quite shallow along the
bending coordinate. Thus, the MFPADs (see Section 3.2) should
readily reflect changes in the electronic composition of the excited
states arising from the conical intersections.

3.2. Molecular frame photoelectron angular distributions

Fig. 3 shows calculated molecular frame photoelectron angular
distributions at times 0, 106, 145, 213, 314, and 493 fs, with total
photoelectron signals shown in black along with the contributions
from the S2 (red) and S3 (blue) states at photoelectron kinetic ener-
Please cite this article in press as: K. Wang et al., Chem. Phys. Lett. (2017), htt
gies of 0.05, 0.15, 0.25, and 0.35 eV on the plane where the mole-
cule lies, which corresponds to the /k ¼ 0 slice of the entire
MFPADs. In each panel, the maximum x or y value is normalized
to unity. The vertical direction, hk ¼ 0�, is the polarization direction
of the probe pulse. Some panels contain only red curves because at
that time there is no ionizable wavepacket density on the S3 state.
Besides the initial time tpr ¼ 0 and 106 fs, other chosen times are
positions of the maximum photoelectron peaks in the vibrational
revival patterns in the energy integrated (i.e. ionization yield) pho-
toelectron energy spectra.

These MFPADs are seen to be strongly dependent on the photo-
electron kinetic energy. For example, at tpr ¼ 0 the angular distri-
bution changes from mainly p-like at 0.05 eV to p with a strong
admixture of d character at 0.35 eV. Since the frozen-core approx-
imation was employed in evaluating the photoionization matrix
elements, this change reflects not only the ability of the d partial
wave to penetrate the angular-momentum barrier at higher photo-
electron kinetic energies but also the changing of the electronic
composition of the S2 state at different regions. At times up to
145 fs, ionization from S2 remains dominant, with d-like character
increasing, as indicated by the diagonal lobes. The MFPADs of the
S2 state at 213 and 493 fs are similar, but there the S3 state makes
a comparable contribution to the total. In Refs. [8,9], the authors
indicated that the MFPADs of the S2 state at these later times arise
p://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cplett.2017.02.014
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Fig. 2. Potentials for the lowest few 1A0 states of neutral CS2 along the C–S anti-
symmetric stretch coordinate for bond angles of (a) 180�, (b) 160�, and (c) 140�with
the other C–S bond length fixed at 3.0 a.u. Each colored curve represents (a) a
diabatic state and (b) and (c) an adiabatic state. (For interpretation of the references
to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this
article.)
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from ionization of the p� orbital in the n ! p� C1Rþ
u

� �
state. On the

other hand, the MFPADs from the S3 state show a mixing of p and d
patterns because they reflect ionization from an admixture of r�

and p� orbitals arising from non-adiabatic mixing of the n ! p�

state with the n ! r� (1Pg) state at a conical intersection. These
distributions are consistent with an atomic picture of ionization,
with the p component of the p� orbital ionizing into a d (‘ ¼ 2) con-
tinuum at these times for the S2 state and of ionization of the s
component of r� (1Pg) orbital and the p component of the p�

(1Rþ
u ) orbital into the p and d continua, respectively, for the S3 state.

However, the most striking feature is seen in the PADS of the S2
state at 314 fs. These MFPADs show much stronger p character
and much less d character, differing from the normal pattern of
the S2 PADs. This stronger p character mainly arises from the s
component of the S2 state. The wavepacket density distribution
at this time further indicates part of the ionizable wavepackets
localizing in the regions which possess n ! r� character. It clearly
shows that the wavepackets encounter the conical intersection,
changing the electronic structure of the S2 state from purely
n ! p� into an admixture of n ! r� and n ! p�. Importantly, these
results show clearly how the MFPADs track the non-adiabatic
dynamics around a conical intersection in a polyatomic molecule
and map the complex evolution of the electronic character of the
wavepacket into the photoelectron angular distribution.
Please cite this article in press as: K. Wang et al., Chem. Phys. Lett. (2017), htt
Since the MFPADs of the S2 and S3 states are quite different, the
observed total MFPADs depend on how much each state con-
tributes at any given delay time, which in turn depends on the
wavepacket densities on each surface. Even though we do not
obtain exact wavepacket densities due to the approximations
made in the AIMS method, we can deconvolute the measured
angular distributions to analyze the non-adiabatic interaction
between the S2 and S3 states mediated by the conical intersections.
3.3. Laboratory frame photoelectron angular distributions

Fig. 4 shows the laboratory frame photoelectron angular distri-
butions for aligned CS2 at delay times 0, 106, 145, 213, 314, and
493 fs, with total photoelectron signals shown in black along with
the contributions from the S2 (red) and S3 (blue) states at photo-
electron kinetic energies of 0.05, 0.15, 0.25, and 0.35 eV. These
LFPADs are evaluated analytically from Eq. (2), in which averaging
over contributions from all /k angles has been carried out. Again,
the contributions from the S2 state have predominant d-wave char-
acter for most kinetic energies, except for those for 0.05 and
0.15 eV at 493 fs, which show strong p character, while the contri-
butions from the S3 state show a mixture of p and dwaves, ionizing
from the s and p partial waves produced by the mixture of the r�

and p� orbitals that arises via the conical intersections.
The vertical axis of Fig. 4 coincides with both the molecular axis

(S—S) and the polarization of the probe pulse, while the carbon
atom lies on the � x axis. (Hence, the MFPADs of Fig. 3 are evalu-
ated in the xz plane.) The contributions of the S3 state to the
MFPADs are relatively weak at 106 and 145 fs, while the contribu-
tions of that state to the LFPADs are considerable, especially at
106 fs. The explanation is that the S3 state contributes to the
MFPADs much more strongly in the yz plane (i.e., perpendicular
to the molecular plane) than in the xz (molecular) plane. However,
the situation is reversed for times 314 and 493 fs. Clearly, although
not as detailed as the MFPADs, the LFPADs remain a powerful and
more experimentally accessible tool for gaining insight into the
non-adiabaticity arising from the conical intersections.
3.4. Measured angular distributions

Fig. 5 shows the measured MFPAD with error bars (green bars)
and its best fit (green curves) for wavepackets prepared on the
C1Rþ

u state of transiently aligned CS2 with a 201.2 nm pump pulse
and ionized by a probe pulse of 268 nm at a time delay of 100 fs
[8,9]. To compare with the measured values, Fig. 5(a) also shows
the calculated MFPAD (red) in the molecular plane and the LFPAD
(blue), both obtained at a time delay of 106 fs and for a photelec-
tron kinetic energy of 0.15 eV. Both were convoluted with a Gaus-
sian angular function having a standard deviation of 15�, chosen to
approximate the lab frame experimental molecular axis distribu-
tion and instrument response function. For ease of comparison,
Fig. 5(b) shows the original, unconvoluted MFPAD (red) and LFPAD
(blue). It clearly seen that the MFPAD in the molecular plane and
the LFPAD have quite different shapes; as discussed above, the for-
mer is determined primarily by the S2 state contribution whereas
the latter is dominated by the S3 state.

Interestingly, the MFPADs for the molecular plane seem to
agree with the experimental results, although it is not clear why
this should be the case, given the experimental geometry. The
major discrepancy between the calculated MFPAD and the mea-
sured values is along the 90� and 270� directions, where the uncon-
voluted calculated values show a node that produces a deep
minimum in the convoluted results, whereas the measured values
show only a small dip. The nodes in the MFPAD and LFPAD are due
to the molecular Cs symmetry. However, such a feature may be less
p://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cplett.2017.02.014
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Fig. 3. Molecular frame photoelectron angular distributions at times 0, 106, 145, 213, 314, and 493 fs for total photoelectron signals (black) along with the contributions from
the S2 (red) and S3 (blue) states at photoelectron kinetic energies of 0.05, 0.15, 0.25, and 0.35 eV. Zero degree is vertical. Some panels contain only red curves because at that
time there is no ionizable wavepacket density on the S3 state surface. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article.)

Fig. 4. Laboratory frame photoelectron angular distributions at times 0, 106, 145, 213, 314, and 493 fs for total photoelectron signals (black) along with the contributions
from the S2 (red) and S3 (blue) states at photoelectron kinetic energies of 0.05, 0.15, 0.25, and 0.35 eV. The vertical, hk ¼ 0� , coincides with both the molecular alignment axis
and the probe pulse polarization. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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obvious in the measured values due to focal volume averaging of
the alignment laser intensity which leads to both radial and axial
variation in the contributions of the approximately 20% (on aver-
age) unaligned molecules.

Given the experimental setup, in which, following transient
alignment, the molecules are free to rotate in any plane containing
the alignment axis, it is clear that the measured spectra should be
comparable to LFPADs averaged over /k angles rather than to
MFPADs obtained in the molecular plane. We note that the agree-
ment between the measurements and our approximated LFPADs is
poorer. This is mainly caused by the approximation used in the
wavepacket propagation, in which the wavepacket is instanta-
neously placed on the S2 state at t ¼ 0 but with an energy width
Please cite this article in press as: K. Wang et al., Chem. Phys. Lett. (2017), htt
that corresponds to the pump laser bandwidth (i.e., the wave-
packet doesn’t ‘move’ during the pump preparation step). The cal-
culated wavepackets thus show higher densities than the actual
experimental distribution on the S3 state at this time. Due to the
much stronger distribution of the MFPADs around /k ¼ 90� and
270� than those around / ¼ 0�, the calculated total LFPADs there-
fore show a much larger than expected contribution from the S3
state. Therefore, using the appropriate combination of wavepacket
densities from S2 and S3 states, the measured spectra can be more
accurately simulated. This suggests that, with more accurate
preparation of the excited state wavepacket, AIMS calculations of
time-, energy-, and angle-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy will
lead to important new insights into dynamics at conical intersec-
p://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cplett.2017.02.014
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Fig. 5. (a) Measured molecular frame photoelectron angular distribution (green
bars) and its best fit (green curves) at a time delay of 100 fs, along with calculated
MFPAD (red) and LFPAD (blue) at 106 fs time delay and 0.15 eV photoelectron
kinetic energy, both convoluted with a Gaussian function with a standard deviation
of 15�. (b) The calculated MFPAD (red) and LFPAD (blue) for a kinetic energy of
0.15 eV at a delay time of 106 fs. (For interpretation of the references to colour in
this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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tions. In general, it is desirable for experimentalists to measure
time-resolved MFPADs, as these provide more subtle detail and
greater insight into the photochemical dynamics.

4. Conclusion

We have reported the results of simulations of time-resolved
molecular frame photoelectron angular distributions for excited
state dynamics in CS2 obtained with an approach that interfaces
a rigorous description of photoionization dynamics with wave-
packet densities from first-principles multiple spawning calcula-
tions. The agreement between the calculated and measured
MFPADs is gratifying. These results speak to the value of incorpo-
rating energy- and geometry-dependent photoionization matrix
elements to obtain more realistic simulations of TRPES spectra.
These results also demonstrate the utility of such dynamical simu-
lations in the interpretation and prediction of complex time-
resolved spectra. The generality of the computational approach
suggests that it will be applicable to a range of molecular systems
of photochemical interest.
Please cite this article in press as: K. Wang et al., Chem. Phys. Lett. (2017), htt
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